
 
West   Philadelphia   Mennonite   Fellowship  

Deacon   Meeting   Minutes,    August   18,   2020,   7:30   PM  

In   Attendance:   Carol   Buhrman,   Nathan   Vader,   Jeff   Knightly   (recording)   

 

Minutes  

The   minutes   from   July   21st   were   approved.  

 

Financials  

Through   July,   income   was   105.6%   of   budget,   expenses   were   93.5%   of   budget,   with   a   surplus   of   $13,043.  

We   noted   that   bank   fees   were   $951,   up   $200   from   last   month,   1087%   over   budget.   We   will   have   a  

discussion   about   the   costs   of   online   giving   in   the   fall   when   we   have   more   data.   

 

Offering  

Nathan   still   hasn’t   been   authorized   to   sign/deposit   checks,   so   Carol   will   finish   counting   August,   Nathan  

will   count   September   with   Jeff   and   Jeff   will   count   October.    Hopefully   authorization   will   happen  

sometime   in   August   so   Nathan   can   run   solo   for   most   of   September.  

 

Mutual   Aid   Request  

The   Everence   reimbursement   for   the   June   5th   mutual   aid   request   arrived   on   7/29   and   was   deposited   on  

7/30   (re-deposited   on   8/17   due   to   fuzzy   check   picture   on   deposit).  

 

Odds   and   Ends  

Carol   talked   with   Rebecca   about   monitoring   “special   offerings”   but   they   still   need   to   schedule   a   time  

together   in   the   office   to   review   how   this   is   done.    There   are   no   current   special   offerings   so   this   should   be  

done   but   it   is   lower   priority.  

 

Missions   Giving   Schedule:   Allegheny/Menno   (January),   Core   1/Crossroads   (February),   Allegheny/Menno  

(April),   Core   2/None   (May),   Allegheny/Menno/Fee   (July),   Core   3/POWER   (August),   Allegheny/Menno  

(October),   Core   4/Redemption   Housing   (November).    For   2020,   Allegheny/Menno   amounts   will   be  

$2,500   each   quarter   (except   $3,000   in   July)   and   core   amounts   are   $2,500   each.  

 

We   reviewed   the   mission’s   giving   schedule.    Carol   will   ask   Heather   to   cut   the   $2,500   check   to   POWER   as  

one   of   our   3   core   missions.  

 

Jeff   reported   that   the   congregation   was   notified   about   closure   of   Kingdom   Builders   giving   project   and  

this   option   was   removed   from   the   egiving   fund   list.  

 

We   touched   on   questions   relating   to   staff   in   the   context   of   working   from   home   and   office   expenses   that  

are   being   absorbed   by   households,   rather   than   the   workplace.    Carol   will   contact   HRC   to   see   if   there  

have   been   discussions   about   costs   of   having   home   offices   for   Heather,   Lorie   and   Brenda   and   let   HRC  

handle   these   issues.    This   conversation   should   be   added   to   any   ongoing   conversation   about   dependable  

 



 
internet   connections.    If   there   are   costs   to   be   incurred,   this   needs   to   come   back   to   deacons   for   a  

discussion   of   if   we   can   afford   it   and   where   the   money   is   coming   from.   

 

New   Business  

 

We   discussed   deacon   roles   and   responsibilities   and   we   assigned   ourselves   as   follows:   Secretary/Meeting  

Leader:   Jeff,   Building:   Jeff,   Custodian   Oversight:   Nathan,   Finance:   Carol,   Everence   Advocate:   Nathan.   

Jeff   will   meet   with   Nathan   at   some   point   to   discuss   being   the   Everence   Advocate   and   Jeff   will   contact  

Everence   about   the   change   (after   Nathan   has   moved).     As   Finance   deacon,   Carol   will   remind   Heather  

each   month   for   the   “Profit   and   Loss   Budget   vs   Actual”   report   in   the   week   prior   to   our   meeting.    When  

Carol   is   in   the   office   with   Rebecca,   Rebecca   should   show   how   to   run   the   report   (Jeff   can   also   show   or  

give   written   instructions).    Nathan   will   touch   base   with   Maggie   and   talk   about   her   wishes   to   continue   as  

a   custodian   if   face-to-face   church   reopens   this   year,   giving   her   an   opportunity   to   talk   about   this   lost  

position   and   income.    If   she   has   interest   in   contributing,   make   known   that   the   worship   committee   might  

need   worship   hosts   but   this   is   not   a   paid   position.    Let   her   know   that   Nathan   is   primary   deacon   contact  

but   she   should   feel   free   to   talk   to   any   deacons   if   she   has   questions.  

 

Vanguard   Account   Authorization:   Vanguard   Account   Auth   forms   were   left   in   our   folder   (thank   you).    We  

reviewed   and   decided   that   Carol   would   be   listed   as   contact   for   Online   Access.    We   also   agreed   that   all   3  

signatures   were   needed   when   making   account   changes.    Jeff   will   circulate   the   document   for   signatures  

before   returning   it   to   the   office   for   completion   (see   page   11)   and   sending.   

 

Google   Account:   Nathan   will   follow-up   with   Heather   and   possibly   Ethan   concerning   what   he   needs   to   do  

to   gain   access   to   WPMF   google   account   with   WPMF.   

 

Next   meeting   is   scheduled   for   September   22   at   7:30   PM   (Jeff   will   notify   Heather).  

 

Missions   Giving   Project  

 

Jeff   completed   a   draft   version   of   the   giving/missions   giving   web   pages   and   forwarded   them   to   deacons   in  

early   August.    We   continued   to   agree   that   this   is   a   useful   part   of   this   project   and   Jeff   agreed   to   try   to  

implement   these   pages   before   the   next   meeting   with   editing   help   from   Nathan.  

 

As   far   as   the   rest   of   the   project,   it   was   determined   that   the   deacons   are   feeling   little   energy   for   this  

project   and   suspect   that   a   majority   of   the   congregation   does   not   have   the   energy   for   this   at   this   time,   yet  

we   as   deacons   would   like   information   from   this   process   before   the   budgeting   process   in   a   few   months.  

Jeff   also   shared   Rebecca’s   concerns   for   this   project.  

 

We   reviewed   Jeff’s   outline   (attached   to   the   end   of   minutes)   of   what   needs   to   happen   if   this   part   of   the  

project   is   to   continue   and   it   was   clear   that   engagement   with   this   topic   was   limited.    We   talked   about   this  

problem   and   at   this   point   Carol   had   to   leave,   the   discussion   continued   for   a   bit   but   no   action   was   taken  

 



 
(for   something   that   really   should   happen   BEFORE   our   next   deacons   meeting).    This   matter   was   left   in  

Jeff’s   hands   to   do   something   with   including   the   possibility   of   calling   an   extra   deacons   meeting   in   August.  

 

 


